The Protocol in Action

How Evident Proof solves a multi layered compliance problem for a Pharmaceutical business
The Falsified Medicines Directive is legislation passed by the EU Parliament aimed at increasing the security of the manufacturing and delivery of
medicines in Europe. Drugs companies are now required to store and provide 100% accurate supply chain provenance records.
Drug safety , Supply Chain Provenance
• Evident Proof Protocol advanced features make it capable of creating a bespoke proof seal bundle that will reflect the supply chain model used by the drug company
providing a basis for immutable unhackable supply chain provenance records. Delivering complete traceability of drugs. A supply chain provenance record from
manufacturer to end consumer with the ability to identify exactly where the supply chain breaks down during an issue.

Drug Testing
• A pharmaceutical company stores its test results for new drugs on the Evident platform. To prove the new drug is ready to go to market and that it has been tested in
accordance with regulations It needs to show records proving this to a regulatory organisation. Evident Proof Protocol enables the drug company to show the
regulator a proof certificate generated and displayed at the source of the data proof platform. The drug company gives us permission to show the regulator a proof
certificate of the test results (data events) to prove that the drug is safe to go to market. Where permission is given to view a proof certificate by a primary service
user to a 3rd party (secondary service user) the 3rd party must register and identify themselves to Evident Proof to get access to the platform.

Making Pharma Companies Compliant & Reducing costs
• HIPAA, the “Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act,” is the governing standard for all medical facilities dealing with patient information. Recent Changes in
the Act regulations have changed healthcare documentation and storage requirements, and more importantly, requirements for data security. One of the key
requirements is Backup of data and ensuring 100 percent data reliability The Evident Proof Protocol and tools enable companies subject to HIPAA to store a dynamic
copy of their data and workflow events as they carry them out enabling the production of proof certificate's to show compliance.

Should the client get challenged on its claims
• The Evident Proof (EPDEES) Protocol 1.02 for the storage, retrieval and submission of digital data evidence complies with the thresholds
for presenting evidence to Tribunal Hearings as well as Civil and Criminal courts. Evident proof has tools which will enable the client to
recreate and verify their data proof and proof processes when subjected to scrutiny.

